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Many of the most impactful applications of robotics (e.g.,
autonomous driving, assisted living, robotic surgery, etc.) are
safety-critical; that is, robots in these domains must be able
to reliably complete human-specified tasks while obeying
hard safety constraints. Traditional motion planners [25] can
achieve this if the robot state is perfectly known, the envi-
ronment is accurately modeled, and the task is unambiguous.
However, in reality, we need our robots to operate with
noisy sensors in unstructured environments where tasks may
be temporally-extended and vaguely-specified. To succeed in
these difficult scenarios, robots must rely on data to refine their
understanding of their environments and tasks. This often takes
the form of learned models in the autonomy stack, e.g., learned
perception systems [21], dynamics models [17], task specifica-
tions [19], and controllers [26]. However, since data is limited,
these learned models are often inaccurate and unreliable, and
blindly trusting them can cause catastrophe (e.g., fatal self-
driving car crashes [1, 32]). To avoid such tragedies, we must
verify that behaviors planned by the robot will safely complete
the task. However, not all task representations and models are
easily amenable to safety verification, and existing techniques
have yet to scale to analyze modern deep-learning-based
models within the autonomy loop, which has interconnections
that cause errors to propagate and accumulate.

My goal is to close this gap so that robots can use learned
models across all levels of the autonomy stack while guar-
anteeing end-to-end safety and robustness. More specifically,
my research is motivated by the following two questions. First,
how can robots learn task representations that can define and
enable safe behavior (i.e., hard constraints)? Second, how can
robots use the learned tasks and models in a way that remains
robust to uncertainty and error, guaranteeing safety and task
completion for the entire robot autonomy pipeline at runtime?

I. COMPLETED WORK

To begin to answer these questions, I will go over my work
so far on 1) learning task constraints from demonstrations, and
on using the uncertainty in the learned task to compute safer
plans (Sec. I-A), and 2) certifying safety and robustness with
learned perception modules, dynamics, and controllers in the
autonomy loop (Sec. I-B). See Fig. 1 for a map of my work.

A. Learning constrained task specifications

1) Overview: Task specification is a critically-understudied
aspect of safe autonomy – without an unambiguous description
of the set of truly safe, task-completing behaviors, a notion of
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Fig. 1. This diagram summarizes my work on certifying the end-to-end
safety and robustness of a robot autonomy pipeline with learned components.

safety and robustness cannot even be defined. To this end, I
design algorithms that guarantee safety and task completion
when planning with uncertain, learned task specifications.

Consider a robot with state x, control u, and known dynam-
ics xt+1 = f(xt, ut). To find a plan ξ = (x1, u1, x2, . . .) that
safely completes a task, that task must be concretely specified,
often as a (time-dependent) set of constraints gt(xt, ut) ≥ 0.
However, it is difficult for humans to specify gt(·, ·) explicitly;
it is more natural to describe the task through demonstrations
(e.g., physically [2] or via virtual reality [35]). Then, to safely
generalize to similar tasks, the robot must learn the task
constraints gt(·, ·) that are implicit in the demonstrations.

This problem is closely related to inverse optimal con-
trol (IOC) [22]. IOC assumes that the demonstrator solves
minξ c(ξ), where the cost function c(ξ) encodes the task,
and aims to learn c(ξ) from optimal solutions. The cost c(ξ)
softens the hard task constraints (e.g., it penalizes collisions
instead of avoiding them altogether), which can lead to unsafe
behavior when planning with the learned cost function [12].

2) Methods: To instead enforce safety by construction, I
develop novel algorithms that explicitly learn the hard task
constraints gt(·, ·). In contrast to IOC, I assume the demon-
strator solves a constrained problem, ming(ξ)≥0 c(ξ). The crux
of this problem relies on learning what not to do (i.e., unsafe
behavior) using only safe examples – we do not want unsafe
behavior to be executed just to simplify the learning. I achieve
this via the core insight that the demonstrations’ approximate
optimality (e.g., following the shortest or minimum energy
feasible trajectory to the goal) implicitly defines what the robot
should not do, i.e., trajectories that achieve a lower cost than
the demonstration must violate the unknown task constraint.
After learning, our method can generate new safe plans by
optimizing trajectories subject to the learned constraint.

Assuming approximately globally-optimal demonstrations, I
develop a sampling-based method for learning unknown, time-
independent task constraints [7, 8, 12]. I relax this assumption
in [10, 16] via the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions
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Fig. 2. Using the methods in Sec. I-A, we learn these constrained tasks:
(Top left) quadrotor collision avoidance (in sim); (Top right) multi-step Kuka
bartender task (in sim); (Bottom) multi-step Kuka delivery task (real world).

[6] – a notion of local demonstrator optimality; thus, after
learning the task constraints, the robot can improve relative
to the demonstrator. I have also explored suboptimality due
to partial information [23]. I have explored grid [7, 12],
parametric [8, 10], and nonparametric [16] constraint rep-
resentations; each trades off expressiveness, scalability, and
data-efficiency. In [11, 14], I extend these ideas to learn time-
dependent constraints in the form of linear temporal logic
(LTL) formulas, which can represent complex, multi-stage
tasks. Finally, in [9], I tackle the issue of non-uniqueness –
in general, many constraints can explain the demonstrations.
My previous work tries to satisfy all possible constraints in
planning, but this is overly conservative. To address this, [9]
explicitly quantifies this constraint uncertainty by forming
a belief over constraints and updating it with online data,
iteratively computing probabilistically-safe plans that enable
eventual task completion.

3) Results: My methods learn a broad class of manipulation
and navigation tasks from demonstrations, including quadrotor
obstacle avoidance, a multi-step 7DOF arm robot bartending
task, and a multi-step 7DOF arm object delivery task (Fig.
2). Moreover, planning with these learned constraints leads to
safe task completion at runtime.

B. Planning safely with learned models

1) Overview: Here, I seek to guarantee safety through the
combined perception, planning, and control pipeline, when the
perception module, dynamics, and controller are learned and
represented as neural networks. The core challenges here lie in
1) bounding how the error in the learned models accumulates
and degrades the tracking ability of the learned controller, and
2) how to use this bound together with the learned models
to plan towards some goal while guaranteeing that the true
system can be safely stabilized around this plan at runtime.

This problem is by no means entirely new. Robust control
[37, 31] and feedback motion planning [34, 28, 33] can bound
the effect of model error on trajectory tracking, but require a
priori known error bounds which are difficult to obtain when
the model is a neural network. Other work in safe learning-
based control generally requires perfect state feedback [30, 5],
a priori known stabilizing controllers [3], assumed accuracy
of model error bounds [20, 4], or full state-invertibility from
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Fig. 3. Planning safely
with learned models (Sec.
I-B). (A): nonholonomic
car safely stabilizing
around a plan via RGB-D
image-based feedback
control. Top: environment;
middle: executed/planned
trajectory; bottom: runtime
observations. (B): 22D rope:
safe steering to the goal via
state feedback.

observations [18]. To my knowledge, my method is the first to
certify safety for a learning-enabled autonomy pipeline from
rich observations (e.g., images) down to low-level control.

2) Methods: My core insight is that to guarantee safety
in the face of unreliable learned dynamics and perception
modules, the method must infer where the models can be
trusted, and to what extent. In [24, 13, 15], my method first
bounds the model error in a domain around the training data
by estimating its Lipschitz constant; I call this the “trusted
domain”. My method propagates these error bounds (for both
the dynamics and perception) through a state estimator and
feedback controller based on contraction theory [29, 27] to
derive a certified tracking error bound. This bound can guide
a planner to remain in low-error parts of the “trusted domain”,
leading to plans that can be safely tracked when using RGB-D
images and a learned perception module in the control loop.

3) Results: I demonstrate these methods in simulation on a
variety of systems, including a nonholonomic car (Fig. 3.A),
demonstrating that my method safely and reliably steers the
system to the goal using RGB-D sensor measurements. Using
state feedback, I also demonstrate that my method can solve
a highly-underactuated 22D deformable object manipulation
task (Fig. 3.B). In all of these examples, my method results
in safe behavior at runtime, whereas baseline approaches that
exit the “trusted domain” are often unsafe.

II. FUTURE WORK

Moving forward, I am interested in combining our
constraint-learning (Sec. I-A) and safe learning-based planning
methods (Sec. I-B) to guarantee safety using unreliable per-
ception models, dynamics, controllers, and task specifications.
Combining these methods can also enable the learning of task
constraints from rich observations under uncertain dynamics.

I also believe that my safe learning-based planning methods
(Sec. I-B) can be improved via adaptation. For instance, by
leveraging online data, we may be able to tighten the track-
ing error bounds, enabling the execution of more aggressive
maneuvers. Adaptation can also be achieved via replanning;
extending to this setting requires carefully considering recur-
sive feasibility and a more computationally-efficient planner.

Finally, I want to extend my work on safe perception-based
control (Sec. I-B) to handle real images. The key challenge
lies in accurately bounding the perception error from limited
real data; this can be achieved by quantifying the sim-to-real
gap [36] and bounding its effect on the perception system.
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